10th November 2022 ACODE 87
Well ACODER’s another year is drawing to a close and what a year it has been….. life is slowly getting back to the
new normal we are hopefully fully vaccinated so that next year we can resume our F2F meetings and travel how
exciting is that..
We still have a few stragglers with the Ed Tech profiles, they have been approached again but will be contacted again
before the close of the year. It would be nice to have that completed as soon as possible.
NOTE: When completing the form, if you leave the Timeframe blank, I have defaulted to a 5-year review as the app
requires and entry.
We also have some fees still outstanding, and they will have reminders again next week.
As you will have already heard from Michael the LTLI https://www.acodeltli.com/ is on again in 2023. The new
dates for the LTLI are the 20th-24th August 2023.
Registration is open and there are good discounts that apply for early bird and multiple registrations from each
institutions… talk to you management and ask them to commit to your attendance… I promise we will work you
hard but you will also get a lot out of the Institute.
THETA to is also on again for 2023 in Brisbane from16-19th April 2023- the Theme is Making Waves I am sure you can
appreciate that after the last 2 years many waves have been conquered and surfed!.
Registrations are open now and the call for papers closes soon. Sponsorship is tracking well and all indicates to a
very good congerence.
Our Learning spaces Benchmark group have been meeting behind the scenes tasked with creating BM9 on Learning
spaces. Tim Grace will be reporting on this
The Secretariat is always updating memberships details. If there have been changes at your Institution, please let
me know so that we can update the website and our contact details as we have a couple of projects coming up that
very soon that will require contact with members.
Finances: The current P & L is posted on the website under workshop 87 as well as our Audited accounts.
The BAS have been done and paid/refunded
We are urgently on the lookout for Host institutions for 2023, don’t be shy we help you through it all and many
hands make light work.
A reminder that we are always on the lookout for articles/photos to populate the Learning Spaces pages on the
website. If you have not already checked them out, follow this link:
https://www.acode.edu.au/course/view.php?id=28&section=1
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